Abstract. We modified and tested our code system MCFx to produce the nuclear data library for ADS. MCFx calculates the reaction cross sections through intranuclear cascade, preequilibrium emission, and compound-nucleus decay stages. The Monte Carlo model of preequilibrium nucleon emission was realized, tested, and included in MCFx. For fissile nuclei produced in the cascade + preequilibrium calculation, the calculated distributions of excitation energies, masses, and charges were used in further computing fission product yields by solving the one-dimensional Schrödinger equation on mass asymmetry at scission point. The results of calculations are compared with the experimental data.
INTRODUCTION
The development of modern accelerator-driven nuclear technologies requires a large amount of nuclear data to supply the necessities in the working out of the conceptual and design solutions in different fields of applications, first of all the technologies of the radioactive waste transmutation and power production, radiotherapy, shielding problems, and so on.
There are two ways to treat the nuclear data supply for practical goals -to include a nuclear data generator into the transport codes or produce nuclear data files outside. We guess the second way is more reliable due to the possibility of modern and sufficiently complicated code applications and the development of the nuclear data libraries. Also, corresponding computer codes have to be created for nuclear reactions induced by proton and neutron beams on heavy nuclei from Pb to Cf in the energy region 20 MeV -3 GeV for protons and 20 MeV -1 GeV for neutron-induced reactions.
The MCFx code [1] is based on a detailed description of all the stages of nuclear reactions induced by the intermediate energy nucleons, which uses well-checked and reliable models for the entrance channel simulation (coupled channel method), direct processes (intranuclear cascade model), preequilibrium particle emission (hybrid exciton model with multiple particle emission), and compound nuclear decay (statistical model). The fission crosssection calculations were carried out for neutrons and proton-induced fission reactions on nuclei from Pb to Pu in the energy region 20-200 MeV. Calculation results were in good agreement with the experimental data. To develop the MCFx for the generation of the nuclear data for ADS we have to solve two main problems in our approach. The first one was to replace the HMS model (with fixed 2p1h initial configuration) by multiparticle preequilibrium emission models with different initial particle-hole configurations. The second problem was to generate the procedure for the calculation fission product yields in the reaction with intermediate-energy nucleons.
MONTE CARLO SIMULATION OF MULTIPARTICLE PREEQUILIBRIUM EMISSION
The basic idea of this model [2] is to simulate the particle emission at the stage of equilibration. At this stage when particle-hole configuration is complicated by a two-body interaction the exciton may be emitted. After the nucleon emission the daughter nucleus (one fewer particle and corresponding energy) is put into the equilibration processes.
The steps of computing are: (1) calculation of all preequilibrium characteristics of all possible nuclei and excitation energies for given initial composite system excitation; (2) use of a random number to select one way of continuation: two-particle interaction or neutron/proton emission; (3) after twoparticle interaction the system goes to a more complicated configuration and the calculation becomes that of step 1; (4) if particle emission was realized a random number is used to select the particle energy; and (5) after the particle emission we go to step 2 but with new initial data. The Monte Carlo simulation cascade has steps 2-5.
We tested the above-described procedure of multiparticle preequilibrium emission by comparison with one-particle calculation results. After testing we included the procedure into the MCFx code system. The comparison of the calculated neutron spectra with the experimental data is shown in Fig. 1 . 
FISSION PRODUCT YIELD CALCULATIONS
According to the scheme of cross-section calculations the compound nuclei decay takes place after two nonequilibrium stages. It means that the distributions of residual nuclei on energies and masses will be broad. Figure 2 shows an example of the energy distributions of fissile nuclei for 209Bi(p,f) at 475 MeV proton energy. Calculation of fission fragment yields is one of the oldest and not completely understood questions of fission reactions even at low energies. It is clear now that symmetric or asymmetric fission is obeyed mainly by a structure of potential surface at the descent from saddle to scission point. Existence of sufficiently deep energy asymmetric minima due to shell effects leads to asymmetric fission and vice versa. Damping of shell effects at higher excitation energy will tend to prevalence of symmetrical mass distribution. In order to take into account these features of the fission process we present here a model of fission fragment mass distribution based on the properties of deformation energy surface near the scission point. The fragment yields are defined in our model close to the 'fragmentation' model [4] . The collective motion of the fissioning system along the mass asymmetry mode is described in a one-dimensional approximation by the Schrödinger equation: 
for shape parameterization by distorted Cassini ovals [5] with three parameters: 1 α defines left-right shape asymmetry and is responsible for mass asymmetry of future fragments, parameterα governs by shape elongation and neck formation and is chosen to fix the system near the scission point, and the parameter of the hexadecapole deformation is defined to keep the potential energy minimal. Damping of the structure correction E δ was chosen with Woods-Saxon form factor:
, where T is the nuclear temperature at the scission point, T cr = 1 MeV and a t = 0.1 MeV, correspondingly.
Two forms of mass parameter 1 α B were used in our work -the first one is constant liquid drop mass [6] and the second one is the reduced mass
, where M L,H are masses of light (heavy) fragment found by volume integration to the left (right) of the scission shape section at the point of the minimal neck radius. Only a slight difference of used mass parameters on the fission fragment mass distributions has been found in calculations and constant mass was chosen further to supply frequency on the asymmetry mode about 1 MeV.
A mass spectrum finally was defined by wave functions and Boltzmann occupation of excited states ν:
For complicated nuclear reactions and multichance fission all contributions from all fissioning nuclei have to be taken into account:
where f f Z A , are mass and charge number, * f E is excitation energy, and f Y is the mass spectra of the given fissioning nucleus, correspondingly.
In Fig. 3 the dependencies of potential energy constituents on the fragment mass number are shown for fission of 238 U. It is necessary to note that in our calculations we reduced the mass asymmetry stiffness at scission point approximately twice as compared to the standard value obtained for small oscillations near the ground state in order to describe experimental data. 
